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Stock Transfer 

The physical movement of inventory from one place to another is called transfer of stock. 

Inventory is usually transferred from the warehouse to various shops, from one warehouse to 

another, and also from one shop to another. Stock transfer activity takes place at three levels: 
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Replicated and Non-Replicated Shops: Companies normally manage their multiple stores by 

creating replicated shops which have separate databases but are synchronized with the head 

office for data transfer purposes. On the other hand, non-replicated shops use the database of 

head office and are usually created by companies near their factory outlet or even inside the head 

office. If warehouse is inside the head office or near it, it can also be defined as a replicated shop.   

For both types of shops, the Stock Transfer function in Candela allows companies to transfer 

stock from: 

1. One dispatch unit (could be warehouse or another shop)  to  one receiving unit (shop or 

another warehouse) 

2. One dispatch unit to multiple receiving units  



3. Multiple dispatch units to one receiving unit 
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Remember, whatever is the case, the stock transfer activity always takes place at three 

levels: 

a. Decision has to be made at one place 

b. Dispatch has to occur whether from one shop or many shops 

c. Receiving has to take place whether at one shop or many shops 

 

The entire process of transferring stock from one location to another is built around two main 

screens: Build STR & Process STR 
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DISPATCH- RECEIVING FLOW CHART 

Here’s the entire activity of Stock Transfer at a glance as it takes place on the above two screens: 
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Now let’s carry out the above steps on the respective screens: 

A. Head Office: Building STR- Single Shop-Single Destination  

 

STEP-1-BUILDING STR 

Inventory Mgmt> Build STR> Single Shop-Single Destination 

 

 
 

Load Data from File: you can load data (items and their quantity) for dispatch purposes from a 

text file. The format of the text file should be: product code; quantity 

Load Data from GRN: You can load Dispatch shop’s GRNs directly for stock transfers. Select 

the dispatch shop,  press Load Data From GRN button , and select the GRN you want to load.  

Load Shops STR Request: This option is available only for enterprise version.  The replicated 

(or non-replicated) shops can send a direct request to the admin for items they want to dispatch 

or receive. The admin can act accordingly or Close the request.  

Enable Product Qty: Enabling this checkbox will enable the Product Qty field. You can then 

enter any number in the field and the product quantity will be loaded accordingly.  



Include Source Qty: It is recommended to enable this checkbox. Building of STRs do not result 

in a change in the total stock. The stock quantity changes only when the stock is dispatched from 

the dispatch shop. However, you can take into account the quantity meant to be transferred in 

previous STRs while making a new one. If this check box is enabled, the system will minus the 

stock quantity added in previous STRs even if they are not dispatch yet.  
 

STR Hold & Retrieve: This button allows you to make STRs in multiple sessions. You can work on a 

particular STR, put in on Hold and Retrieve it later to finish and finalize it.  

This button can also be used when two different people are responsible for making and finalizing STRs. 

The person responsible for make an STR can make it and put it on Hold. The person responsible for 

generating STRs can Retrieve them, check them and move to STEP-2 

STEP-2- STR View and GENERATION 

Step 2 allows you to view STR before generating it. As you can see in the above figure, the 

source quantity is 20. Press Generate STR and save. 

 

 

Master STR Name: You can enter a unique name for every STR 



Pack Quantity: Pack quantity is normally used in businesses where items are sold in packs (for 

e.g. pharmacy). Clicking this button will allow the system to load products in packs.  

For e.g. if the total quantity is 20 and one pack has 10 tablets, the system will convert it to 2 

packs.  

The system will not let the source quantity become negative. If by rounding off to packs the 

quantity is becoming negative, the system will round off the quantity of the packs on the floor. 

Consider this example: 

If the total quantity to be dispatched is 37 and the source shop has 50 units of the article being 

dispatched, the system will round off the pack quantity at the ceiling and convert it to 4 packs. 

However, if the source shop has 37 only, the system will round off the pack quantity at the floor 

and convert it to 3 packs.  

Delete Empty Rows: This button is pressed to delete the rows that have zero quantity. 

Ignore for –ve Source Qty: To allow the system to ignore negative source quantity, you will 

will enable this checkbox. 

(You may need to load negative quantity if you want to dispatch stock not yet entered in the system) 

STEP 3- STR PROCESS (as Viewed by the Admin user) 

Dispatch and receiving actions will be performed by the respective shops. The administration, 

however, can view these actions on the STR process screen. It can even cancel STR before its 

dispatch.  



 

 

 

B. DISPATCH UNIT 

 (View and Dispatch STR on the Process STR Screen) 

 

Shop Activities > Process STR 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

C. RECEIVING UNIT  

(View and Receive STR on Process STR screen) 

 

Shop Activities > Process STR 

 

 

When you click in the grid, Dispatch/Receive screen will open up: 



 

Once the inventory is received, the admin user can also view the status on Process STR> STR 

viewer screen where the status of STR will appear as Close. 

 

BUILDING STR- SINGLE SHOP-MULTIPLE DESTINATION 

Administrator’s screens 

Build STR Screens 

Inventory Mgmt> Build STR> Single Shop-Multiple Destination 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



STR-Process Screen  

 

 

 

STR Process Screen  

(Dispatch shop screens) 



 

Clicking STR # 7 in the grid (see the diagram above) will result in: 

 



Similarly, the other STR will be dispatched to the respective shop. 

STR Process Screen 

 (Receiving shops Screens) 

 

 

Similarly, the other receiving shop will also receive the dispatched STR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BUILDING STR- MULTIPLE SHOPS-SINGLE DESTINATION 

(Administrator’s screens) 

Inventory Mgmt> Build STR> Multiple Shops-Single Destination 

 

 



 

The two dispatch shops can dispatch the above STRs on their STR process screens 

Dispatch Shop-1 

 



Dispatch shop-2 

 

The Receiving shop will receive the above STR according to the steps explained above. 

 

LOAD SHOP STR REQUEST (Feature available only in Enterprise version of Candela) 

As you have seen above, STRs are built by admin on Build STR screen.  There’s a feature on 

Build STR screen (only on Single shop-single destination screen) that allows admin to load 

requests sent from shops for items they want to dispatch or receive.  Such requests are made at 

shops and received by HO through data transfer.  

Let’s see how shops make this request: 
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Now let’s view the above actions on the respective screens: 

Actions performed at the requesting shop: 

Shop Activities > STR Request 



 

The shop will now transfer request to Admin/HO: 

Shop Activities >Data Synchronization 

 



 Now let’s see how Admin/ HO loads the above request: 

Inventory Mgmt> Build STR> Single Source-Single Destination 

 

 

 



The built STR will now appear on the Dispatch shop: 

 

Similarly, the receiving shop can receive the dispatched quantity on its STR Process screen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

STOCK ADJUSTMENT (Only available in Enterprise Version of Candela) 

 

The stock adjustment feature in Candela allows you to make adjustments for stock not received 

by the receiving shop or lost during transfer.  

Stock Adjustment at a Glance: 
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As the above flow chart shows the Admin can perform three types of adjustments on the stock 

that’s dispatched but not received in full by the receiving/ destination shop.  

Let’s see how these actions are performed on Candela screens: 

1. Head Office/ Admin builds an STR for five items to be transferred from Warehouse 

to one shop.  

 

20 pieces of the item exist in Warehouse inventory as the D07 report shows. 

 

 

 

 



2. The Dispatch shop dispatched it and now the Receiving/ Destination shop receives 

the above STR: 

 

 

 

3. The remaining two items need to be adjusted by the HO/Admin: 

 

 



 

As we clicked in the grid: 

 

 
 

 

 



4. Now let’s consider another way of stock adjustment: STR Adjustment 

 

Suppose the Admin makes an STR for five items of the same article (its inventory is now 

15) for another shop. 

 

The STR is dispatched and the receiving shop receives only 2. Now the remaining three 

need to be adjusted. We will adjustment them under STR Adjustment or, in other words, 

return them to the dispatch shop. Here’s how: 

 

 
  

 In this type of adjustment, the dispatch shop will also have to update its inventory. 

Here’s how: 

 

Dispatch Shop: Shop Activities > STR Process  



 
As we click in the grid: 

 

 
 

The returned inventory is now sent back to the warehouse. We can verify this from D07 

report: 

 



 
 

 

5. There is one more way to adjust our stock: New STR Quantity 

Here the admin can decide to make a new STR of the returned quantity for another shop. 

 

Suppose the admin makes an STR of the same item (its quantity in the warehouse is now 

13) for a shop. Let’s assume the STR is made for three items, it is dispatched but the 

receiving shop decides not to receive anything. Now all three items need to be adjusted. 

The admin decides to send the returned items to another shop: 

 



 
 

 

The inventory of the item’s stock will decrease in the warehouse because the returned 

items are not added back to the inventory. Instead they were sent to another shop.  

 

PERFORMING ALL THREE ADJUSTMENT ACTIONS ON A SINGLE STR 

The three adjustment actions can also be performed on a single STR. For example, if the returned 

quantity of a certain item is 15, five can be adjusted under loss, five under New STR, and the 

remaining five under STR adjustment. There is no fixed ratio for adjustments, and you can adjust 

any quantity under any head.  

 

STOCK TRANSFERS BASED ON SALES (Feature available only in Enterprise version of 

Candela) 

The sales reports of different shops can tell you which items are selling more at a particular shop 

and you can then transfer stock accordingly.  

STR by Sales feature in Candela allows you to generate STRs on the basis of sale. You can 

build STRs based on sales during a particular date range. 



Let’s look at the sales report of two shops of a particular line item during a specific date range: 

Sales Report of a shop called Emerald City 

Reports> C-Sales Report >C-11 Shop Sales Report 

 

Sales report of another shop called Shop 

 



As you can see in the above two figures 20 items of a particular products were sold on July 8 at 

Emerald City. 5 items of the same product were sold at Shop on the same date. 

Now let’s prepare an STR by Sales for these two shops based on the sales of July 8, 2014: 

Inventory Mgmt> Build STR> STR by Sales 

 

 



   

STOCK TRANSFERS BASED ON INVENTORY LEVELS (Feature available only in 

Enterprise version of Candela) 

Setting Inventory levels  

To generate STR on inventory level basis, you need to first set inventory levels for your shops: 

Inventory Mgmt > Product Re-Order Quantity 

 

 



 

You can also check inventory levels of shops on D-06 Shop Based Re-Order Point Report.  

Auto Inventory Levels (Feature available only in Enterprise version of Candela) 

You have learned above how to set inventory levels for a particular shop. 

 Candela also provides you with the option to generate automatic inventory levels based on sales 

of a particular shop during a specific time range.  

Let’s assume 28 items of a product were sold at one of your shops during a week (7 days).  

Based on this information, you can calculate approximate inventory levels for future stock 

transfers. Here’s how: 

Number of items sold=28 

Selling period (number of days) = 7 

Sales per day (28/7) = 4 Items 

Approximate inventory you need for: 

Minimum number of days (10) = (4* 10) 40 

Optimum number of days (15) = (4*15) 60 

Maximum number of days (20) = (4*20) 80 

Thus based on the above calculations, the inventory levels for a particular shop will be: 

Minimum= 40  

Optimum= 60 



Maximum= 80 

This is how Candela automatically sets inventory levels based on sales of a particular period. 

You only need to select a product (s), select shop and give the date range on the basis of which 

you want the system to set inventory levels.  

 

Now let’s see how the auto inventory feature works in Candela: 

Inventory Mgmt > Auto Reorder Inventory 

 



 

Once you have set inventory levels, you can also make purchase orders and GRNs based on 

these levels for every shop.  

Moreover, you can generate STRs based on inventory levels  

 

Generating STRs According to Inventory Levels 

The system makes certain decisions in a particular sequence for generating STRs based on 

inventory levels: 
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Setting Inventory Levels 

Setting inventory levels on the STR screen is like making a template for your inventory transfer. 

There are three iterations: 

 Transfer stock according the minimum inventory level of the destination shop 

 Transfer stock according to the optimal inventory level of the destination shop 

 Transfer stock according to the maximum inventory level of the destination shop. 

 

You can set the template for the system to perform all three iterations and make decisions 

accordingly. Many options are possible. For instance one basic template can be: 

 

 Distribute stock according to the minimum inventory level of destination shops 

 If after the first iteration the stock is still available, overwrite the first iteration and 

distribute stock according to the optimal level of destination shops. 



 And if after the second iteration the stock is still available, overwrite the second 

iteration and distribute stock according to the maximum inventory level of 

destination shops. 

 

 

Basic template at a glance: 

 

 

 

Warehouse

(Minimum level set for

 warehouse=7

(it has 60 articles. After 

keeping its minimum of 7, it  

can transfer 53  

Shop 1

Emerald City

Shop 2

POS

Min

15

Opt

25

Max

35

Min

10

Opt

15

Max

20

First Iteration

Second Iteration

Third Iteration

First Iteration
Warehouse will transfer 15 to shop 1 and 10 to shop 2. It can transfer 

35  more so will move on the second iteration.

Second Iteration

Third Iteration

Warehouse will transfer 25 to shop 1 and 15 to shop 2. It has 13 left 

so will move on to the third iteration

Warehouse will transfer 35 to shop 1 but it has only 18 more left. So it 

will transfer the remaining 18 to shop 2

This will happen only when no shop priority is set. The system will decide which shop 

comes first in alphabetical order and  fill it first in the last iteration. 

For instance, if shop 2 has priority, the system, in the last iteration, will first fill max 

inventory level of shop 2 (20 items). And then give the remaining 33 to shop 1. 

 

 

Let’s now see how we transfer stock according to inventory levels on Candela screens: 

Inventory Mgmt> Build STR > STR by Inventory Level 



 

 

 



Set Inventory Level by Shop 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

STOCK CONSOLIDATION (Feature available only in Enterprise version of Candela) 

In retail businesses, especially those dealing in size and color items, efficient inventory 

management requires stocking your shops with the required colors and sizes of various items. 

Sometimes, the product may be available at a particular shop but not in the required color or size.  

Sizes are of critical importance particularly in footwear business because specific sizes cannot be 

‘altered’ on demand as is sometimes possible to do in apparel business. For instance, during mid 

season the warehouse may be empty thus making it impossible to replenish all the shops. So 

instead of spreading various items in say 20 shops with not even a single shop having a full range 

of sizes and colors, you can decide to fill some high selling shops with a complete range of sizes 

and colors.  

Stock Consolidation in Candela provides you with the option to periodically consolidate items 

that are spread over various shops but with minimum number of available sizes. The system will 

find all such products and re-shuffle them so that there is a full range of sizes and colors 

available on selected shops. The system will not include those products in the list that are: (a) 

available in all sizes; (b) that have no sizes available.  

 

Stock Consolidation feature in Candela will: 

 

 Gather data about the shops that have various items available in different colors and sizes 

 

 Gather data about the sizes and colors available on the shops 

 

 Suggest the top selling shops, thus making it easier for you to decide which shops to 

stock up with the entire range. 

 

 Help you select products by color and show you data of available sizes in a particular 

color at various shops. 

 

 

 

 

 



Stock consolidation at a glance: 
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Let’s view the above actions on Candela screens: 

Inventory Mgmt > Stock Consolidation 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 After generating STR, proceed to select the next product on Show Product screen and carry out 

all the steps shown above.  



 

 

 

 



Important Configurations for STR 

There are various STR configurations on the system configuration screen that impact different 

functions of the STR feature in Candela. 

Allow new STR in Adjustment:  As you have read above, whenever the entire dispatch quantity 

is not received by the receive shop, the excess quantity needs to be adjusted by the admin. There 

are three ways to make an adjustment: 

- Adjust it as loss 

- Send it back to the warehouse or dispatch shop 

- Make a new STR of the excess quantity against another shop. 

As far as the new STR option is concerned, it may happen that the new STR is again not 

receive in full by the new receiving shop. As a result, the admin will again need to adjust the 

remaining quantity. But this time round, a new STR can only be made if Allow new STR in 

Adjustment box is enabled on the system configuration screen.  

Otherwise, the remaining quantity can only be adjusted under loss or STR. 

This option is available only in professional and enterprise versions 

 
STR Block Adjustment:  If this check box is checked, the receiving shop has to receive the 

entire quantity dispatched from the dispatch shop. This means, the stock adjustment feature will 

be disabled and no quantity can be returned to the dispatch shop. 

But if this check box is unchecked, adjustment feature will work and the receiving shop can 

change the quantity at the time of receiving STR. 

This feature is only available for enterprise version. In professional version, the receiving shop 

has to receive the entire dispatched quantity and cannot make any changes to it.  

 

STR Auto Process: If this checkbox is checked, new STRs will be automatically dispatched and 

received at the respective shops. 

If it is unchecked, both dispatch and receiving shops will have to receive the STR manually.  

This option is applicable only if both dispatch and receive shops are ‘Non-replicated.’ 

STR Auto Dispatch: If this checkbox is checked, the STR will be automatically dispatched at 

the selected shop. The receive shop, however, will have to receive the STR manually. 

The option is applicable only if the dispatch shop is a non-replicated shop.  



 

 

 


